Temporal synchrony in perceptual grouping: a critique
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It has been hypothesized that the human visual
system can use temporal synchrony for the perceptual grouping of image regions into unified
objects, as proposed in some neural models. It is
argued here, however, that previous psychophysical evidence for this hypothesis is due to stimulus artifacts, and that earlier studies do not, therefore, support the claims of synchrony sensitive
grouping mechanisms or processes.
The sequence of dots • • • • • • • • • •
is typically perceived as a series of loosely spaced
dot pairs ••. Why don’t we perceive this sequence
as a series of the equally plausible tightly spaced
dot pairs • •? Because elements in close proximity are more likely to be perceived as belonging
together. In the sequence, • ◦ • ◦ • ◦ • ◦ • ◦,
however, proximity and color compete against one
another, so that we might perceive a series of dot
pairs ◦•, or two interlaced sequences of •’s and ◦’s.
Proximity and color are just two possible cues that
play a role in perceptual grouping [1], that is, the
ability of the visual system to organize a multitude
of parts into a unified entity or object.
In complex visual scenes similar cues play a role
in the perceptual grouping of objects. For example
the mostly uniform color and texture of the cheetah in Figure 1 helps us in organizing its various
parts into a single object. In addition to such static
cues, dynamic cues also play a role in perceptual
grouping. For example, in the context of a stationary background, the largely uniform translational (common-fate) motion of the running cheetah’s body and head in Figure 1 help us in group-

Figure 1: Static and dynamic cues help the
human visual system organize complex visual
scenes into coherent objects.

ing its various parts. These and similar cues probably cannot explain all of perceptual grouping, but
it is generally believed that our visual system uses
these cues, most likely in concert with other cues.
Consider now the perceptual grouping of a flock
of birds. All the birds typically fly at the same
speed and direction and may suddenly change directions. Why is the flock seen as a single entity?
The common-fate motion certainly is a grouping
cue, and recently it has been suggested that simultaneous motion changes may also be a grouping
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consistent with these findings [5, 6, 7, 8]. Additional studies have also found increased performance in the presence of both spatial and temporal grouping cues [9]. At least two other studies,
however, have found that when both spatial and
temporal synchrony cues are present performance
is no better than with the spatial cue alone [10, 11].

background

A static form confound in periodic synchrony stimuli
A potentially troubling aspect of the temporally
periodic stimulus is that the figure frame contains,
in isolation, an obvious static form cue. The concern then is that an even brief exposure to the figure frame might provide a simple form cue. Beaudot suggested that it is such a static cue that is responsible for grouping percepts in at least some
of these stimuli [12]. Using the stimulus of [7],
Beaudot showed that when the figure frame is presented first in the temporal sequence, subjects are
better able to distinguish the location of the figure than when the background frame is presented
first. This ordering effect suggests that a simple
priming cue is at least partially responsible for the
grouping percept.
A clever variation on this periodic stimulus was
devised to remove this potential static form cue [13].
This stimulus consists of a sea of colons (:) with
random orientations. Each colon flips by 90 degrees about its midpoint. The colons forming the
background and rectangular figure regions flip orientations on alternate frames. In this way a form
cue no longer exists on any single static frame. The
authors found that this stimulus promotes grouping only with temporal delays on the order of 2530 ms. Since there is no form cue on any single
frame, at least two frames are necessary for any
percept to be possible, thus yielding a minimal stimulus period of 50-60 ms. This is nearly five times
longer than the 7-15 ms times claimed for the two
frame periodic stimuli. It is noteworthy that a temporal integration time of 50-60 ms is consistent with
the well established visual processing mechanisms
of early visual processing (see below), and hence
synchrony-based mechanisms need not be invoked.
Combined, these studies cast into doubt the claims
for the existence of temporally sensitive mecha-

Figure 2: A periodic synchrony stimulus. Figure and background frames are shown in rapid
alternation.

cue. That is, all the birds changing directions at
precisely the same time is presumably not accidental, but rather suggests that the birds belong to a
single entity. This theory, referred to as grouping
by temporal synchrony, posits that the human visual system can measure and correlate fine-grained
changes in motion across the visual field. This theory is particularly intriguing given its link to the
claims of neural binding based on temporal synchrony (e.g., [2]). The hotly debated topic of synchrony and neural binding will not be addressed
here (see, for example, [3] and [4] for opposing
views). It is argued here, however, that previous
psychophysical evidence for this hypothesis is due
to stimulus artifacts, and that earlier studies do not
support the claims of synchrony sensitive grouping mechanisms or processes.
Periodic synchrony stimuli
One of the earliest suggestions for the theory
of grouping by temporal synchrony is based on a
simple temporally periodic stimulus. In its simplest form, this stimulus consists of two frames:
a figure and background, Figure 2. The frames
are displayed in rapid alternation with each frame
displayed for 7-15 ms. Subjects are readily able to
judge the shape of the figure. Since the figure and
background elements are identical except with respect to their temporal presentations, it is concluded
that the human visual system can segregate regions
based solely on temporal information on the scale
of 10 ms. A number of independent studies are
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tic nature of the reversal sequences, there are moments when one region rapidly alternates between
forward and backward shifts (thus undergoing little overall motion), while the other region has a
run of all forward or all backward shifts (thus undergoing a large amount of overall motion). These
coarse motion differences can occur over a relatively long time scale, on the order of 10 frames
(70-100 ms). This is long enough to be seen by the
well established mechanisms of early visual processing. Specifically, we showed that a physiologically plausible temporal bandpass filter 1 (with a
temporal integration window on the order of 70100 ms [17, 18]) can convert the relatively largescale temporal change differences into a classic spatiotemporal contrast cue (Box 1). This led us to
conclude that this unintended cue, not a finer temporal synchrony cue, is most likely responsible for
the grouping percepts in this stimulus. We also
showed that a temporal lowpass filter 2 reveals a
contrast cue. Lee and Blake showed, however, that
a slightly modified stimulus that removes this cue
from a lowpass filter still promotes grouping [19].
These perturbations do not, however, remove the
cue from a temporal bandpass filter, hence the contrast cue is still available to the visual system.
While at first glance they may not appear so, the
confounds present in this stochastic stimulus are
similar to those in the periodic stimuli. The two
frame periodic stimulus, Figure 2, contains a cue
on any single frame. The subsequent multi-frame
periodic stimulus of [13] contains a cue on any pair
of frames, and the stochastic stimulus contains a
cue on ten (or so) frames. In all cases, these stimuli
contain an unintended grouping cue, in addition
to a temporal synchrony cue, that confounds each
experiment.
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Figure 3: A stochastic synchrony stimulus.
The motion reversals of all elements in the
background and central figure region are synchronized to different random processes. The
dashed vertical lines mark motion reversals.

nisms and processes on the scale of 10 ms.
Stochastic synchrony stimuli
In another attempt to overcome some of the potential static cues in the two frame periodic stimuli, Lee and Blake constructed a stochastic texture
stimulus composed of randomly oriented Gabor
elements [14]. On each frame the phase of each
Gabor shifts forwards or backwards according to
a random process, Figure 3. One random process
is used for all the Gabors in a central figure region
and a different process for all the Gabors in the
background region. In this way, no form cue exists on any single or pair of frames, and the authors claimed that the only remaining form cue
is defined solely by temporal synchrony. Subjects
are readily able to judge the shape of the central
figure. In the purported absence of classic static
or dynamic grouping cues, the authors concluded
that the human visual system can segregate regions
based solely on temporal information on the scale
of 10 ms (see also [15, 9]).

Synchrony with no spatiotemporal contrast confound

A spatiotemporal contrast confound in stochastic
synchrony stimuli
The stimulus of Lee and Blake provided perhaps the most compelling evidence for synchrony
sensitive mechanisms and processes. We have previously argued, however, that their stimulus contains an unintended artifact [16]. Due to the stochas-

1
The
bandpass
impulse
response is: h(t) = (kt/τ )n e−kt/τ [1/n! − (kt/τ )2 /(n + 2)!],
with τ = 0.01, k = 2 and n = 4, and t ∈ [0, 10] frames. The
temporal filter alone is sufficient to reveal the contrast cue,
and as such no spatial filtering is necessary.
2
The lowpass impulse response is: h(t) = (t/τ )2 e−t/τ ,
with τ = 0.01 and t ∈ [0, 10] frames.
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To further study the relative importance of synchrony and spatiotemporal contrast we devised a
stochastic motion stimulus that allows for the independent control of the synchrony and spatiotemporal contrast cues [20]. The basic stimulus consists of an array of small windows each containing
dots drifting with a constant speed and direction.
Across windows, the speed is constant, but the direction is randomized. On each frame the dots
move randomly forward or backward along their
specified direction, Figure 4(a). As with the original Gabor stimulus, a form cue defined by temporal synchrony is introduced: the motion reversals
of all the dots in the central figure and background
regions are synchronized to different random processes. As with the original Gabor stimulus, this
dot stimulus contains a confounding spatiotemporal contrast cue. This cue can be eliminated by
simply changing the reversal angle, so that reversing dots no longer fall back onto themselves, Figure 4(b). With respect to spatiotemporal contrast,
the overall motion of a region rapidly reversing
directions is now largely the same as an area repeatedly shifting along the same direction. At the
same time the temporal synchrony cue that purportedly gives rise to the perception of form is preserved, Figure 4(c). Under these conditions subjects are unable to reliably perceive or judge the
shape of the figure region. Consistent with these
findings, Morgan and Castet have also found that
when the basic Gabor stimulus is manipulated to
reduce the unintended spatiotemporal contrast cue,
subjects are unable to reliably judge the shape of
the figure region [21].
Combined, these studies suggest that the coarse
motion differences (on a scale of 100 ms), not the
finer temporal synchrony cue (on a scale of 10 ms),
are responsible for the perception of form in the
stochastic synchrony stimuli. Standard mechanisms
and processes known to exist in early visual processing are sufficient to explain these results, while
a synchrony-based explanation is both unnecessary and insufficient.
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Figure 4: Temporal properties of the dot stimulus. (a) A schematic of a portion of the dynamic
dot stimulus. The motion reversals of all the
dots in the background and within the dashed
rectangle are synchronized to different random
processes. The vertical dashed lines mark reversal points. (b) In the zig-zag condition, the synchronous motion reversals are preserved while
slightly altering the reversal direction. In so doing, this stimulus no longer contains a classic
temporal contrast cue. (c) A schematic of a dots
advance/reverse path.

Energy versus synchrony
More than 15 years ago Adelson and Bergen presented a simple and elegant spatiotemporal energy
4

right. Note how a temporal lowpass (average) or
bandpass (difference) filter responds differently to
these different motion sequences (Box 1). For example, the temporal lowpass yields a pair of highcontrast bars in the absence of motion, and a low
contrast blurred-out region for the continuous motion. In the third column the bars repeatedly and
synchronously reverse directions. The bars in the
fourth column repeatedly but non-synchronously
reverse directions. In both of these cases, the temporal lowpass filter yields a medium contrast region, whether the motion reversals are synchronous
or not. It is simply the large-scale motion pattern
over several frames, that of the bars jittering in
place or repeatedly advancing that yields a spatiotemporal contrast cue. The synchronization is
simply irrelevant. The ability to perceive such coarse
motion differences is consistent with the well known
and accepted spatiotemporal energy models, and
is therefore neither surprising nor suggestive of
novel mechanisms or processes based on temporal synchrony.
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Figure 5: Shown are, from left to right, two
bright bars on a black background undergoing no motion, continuous right-ward motion,
repeated and synchronous reversals, and repeated but non-synchronous reversals (dashed
lines denote motion reversals). Shown below
are idealized outputs from temporal lowpass
(average) and temporal bandpass (difference)
filtering (see also Box 1). Overall motion differences (smooth vs. jittering motion) across several frames yields a classic spatiotemporal contrast cue. The synchronization of motion reversals is irrelevant.

model for the perception of motion [22] (see also [23]).
The first stage of the model consists of a quadrature pair of linear filters oriented in space-time and
tuned in spatial frequency. The second stage squares
and sums the output of these filters to give a measure of motion energy. This model is consistent
with a wide range of known physiology and psychophysics.
It is precisely classic motion energy that is the
relevant cue in the stimuli described above - that
is, a coarse motion difference between different image regions (i.e., motion versus little or no motion,
on the scale of 100 ms). Shown in Figure 5, for
example, is an illustration of how this cue might
arise. Shown are four different motion sequences
for two bright bars on a black background. In the
first column, the bars do not move, while in the
second column the bars move continuously to the
5

Conclusions
Can the human visual system use fine-grained
temporal synchrony to bind image regions into unified objects? There is, as of yet, no evidence to suggest so. The psychophysical evidence to support
this theory contains unintended classic grouping
cues that are themselves responsible for any grouping percepts. These grouping cues are consistent
with well established grouping mechanisms and
processes. Furthermore, when these cues are removed, while preserving the temporal synchrony
cue, the resulting stimuli no longer promote grouping. There is, therefore, no reason to posit the existence of novel synchrony-sensitive mechanisms or
processes.
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Box 1: Spatiotemporal filtering: from motion to
contrast

Shown below are three frames from a movie of a
stationary bar (top) and a moving bar (bottom).
Our visual system easily distinguishes between these
two different temporal stimuli. By simply filtering in both space and time, spatiotemporal models
are sufficient to explain the perception of motion
(or lack thereof). These models convert motion
into a temporal contrast cue in three basic stages:
(1) the stimulus is temporally filtered by multiplying each frame by the corresponding filter value
and then summing. In the figure below the filter
is a simple difference (bandpass) filter with only
two values, 1 and -1 (note how this is a crude approximation to the temporal bandpass filter of Figure 5); (2) the output of the temporal filtering is
squared so as to be invariant to the sign of the
filter response; and (3) a final spatial filtering is
applied, typically with an averaging (lowpass) filter, as shown below. This filtering, of course, occurs throughout the entire temporal sequence by
sliding the temporal filter down one frame at a
time and repeating the entire calculation. A full
blown spatiotemporal energy model [22] employs
the same basic principles, differing only in the specific choice of temporal and spatial filters. As shown
below, this simple model is sufficient to differentiate between a moving and stationary stimulus,
without the need to explicitly track or correlate features across multiple frames. By converting coarse
motion differences (e.g., motion vs. little or no
motion) into a contrast difference across the visual
field, the visual system is able to perceptually group
regions undergoing different motion patterns.
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